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My career path


Master’s thesis at University of Padua



Visiting scholar @ Washington University St Louis



Ph.D. thesis “Vision of a Generalized Probability Theory”,
University of Padua, 2001



Giovane Ricercatore @ Politecnico di Milano 2003-2004



Postdoc @ University of California at Los Angeles,

UCLA Vision Lab 2004-2006


Marie Curie @ INRIA Rhone-Alpes, Grenoble, 2006-08



Joined Oxford Brookes University in 2008



Head of Artificial Intelligence and Vision group since 2012



Full professor since 2016



Associate member of Torr Vision Group @ Oxford Univ

Our research themes


Computer vision

Action detection & recognition
 Identity recognition from gait
 Video captioning
 Pose estimation
 Guessing future actions


Our research themes


Machine learning
Metric learning
 Weakly supervised learning
 Healthcare applications
 Statistical learning theory
 A machine theory of mind


Our research themes


Uncertainty theory






Dempster-Shafer belief
functions
Theory of random sets
Geometric approach to
uncertainty theory
Robust statistics

Our research themes


Robotics

Surgical robotics (SARAS)
 Factory robotics (NoHands)
 HRI, moral robotics
 Emotional robot avatars
 Vision for autonomous driving
 Autonomous tractors (Dynium)


Our roles in the project


Prof Cuzzolin: Scientific Officer (SO)



WP Leaders of WP6 (Reasoning & situation awareness)
◦ the AI controlling the robot arms learns the spatiotemporal structure
of a laparoscopy procedure, to recognise what the surgeon is doing
and to foresee their likely future actions and needs (reasoning)

◦ deviations from nominal behaviour are detected, and decisions re
appropriate actions to pursue are taken (situation awareness)


Strongly contributing to WP5, led by Verona (Cognitive
control and computer vision)
◦ a 3D reconstruction of the cavity is produced, the arms and tools are
registered against the scene, and their motion tracked, including that
of deformable surfaces (tissue, blood)

WorkPackage 5 (Control & vision)


T5.1 – 3D modelling of anatomy
◦ The three-dimensional structure of the surgical cavity is
reconstructed from the available images



T5.2 – Registration of surgical tools & robot arms
◦ The relative positions and orientations of the tools with respect
to the reconstructed cavity is worked out



T5.3 – Detection, segmentation & labelling of
scene elements (as leader)
◦ Object detectors (SSD, YOLO) are used to recognise the tools
◦ The scene is segmented using labels like ‘tissue’, ‘blood’, ‘vessel’



T5.5 – Tracking of deformable organs (leader)
◦ The motion of deformable surfaces such as tissue & blood is
tracked to plan the path of the tools and spot anomalies

WP5 Examples


3D scene understanding



Tracking of deformable surfaces
Object detection



WorkPackage 6 (Reasoning &
awareness)


T6.1- Online surgeon action recognition
◦ The AI core recognises what is happening in real time



T6.2 – Current procedure’s stage recognition
◦ The core is aware of what stage of the procedure it is in



T6.3 – Predicting future actions & events
◦ Based on T6.1 and T6.2, the AI predicts what will happen next, and
what the surgeon is likely to do



T6.4 – Decision making and intervention
◦ Based on such predictions, a decision is made on what to do. This is
learned from examples of human assistant surgeon behaviour



T6.5 – Anomaly detection
◦ Using info from WP5 and WP6 any anomaly is spotted

Action detection & recognition


Given a video containing one or more actions of interest



Locate where this actions are located (in both the image
place/space and time)
Classify each action instance as one of a known category set









Action instances as
‘action tubes’
Tubes built by linking
up frame-level
detections in time
Deep learning for
extracting ‘features’
from image regions..
.. and for classifying
action tubes

Deep learning
Deep learning: neural networks with very many layers, and
piecewise linear activation functions
 Made possible improvements of recognition rates of 20-30%
compared to previous support vector machine (SVM) classifiers
 Seem able to encode high-level abstractions from the data
 Theory is not well understood yet, empirical investigations




deeplearning.net/

Deep learning for action detection


Given a number of examples, region proposal networks learn to
regress the location of bounding boxes containing actions of interest
◦ Typically mutuated from object detection (e.g. single-shot detector, SSD)



Dominant paradigm right now: linking up these detections in time, a
suboptimal approach by definition!



Our work: design networks which regress entire tubes on the fly
Only pipeline which work online and in real time (both ICCV17)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e6r_39ETe-g




The next step: online recognition of
complex activities


Complex ‘activities’ are ensembles of simple ‘actions’
◦ E.g.: surgical procedure is a series of tasks in space and time



Most approaches to activity understanding are ‘generative’: use
an expensive spatiotemporal graphical model of the activity

Our idea: ‘discriminative’ deep learning approach
 Architecture I proposed for recent Amazon and Google research
awards, and I am proposing for SARAS (DL-DPM+)
 Individual tubes as activity ‘parts, arranged in a graph


What’s next: predicting future
actions


Machines need to react to human behaviour
◦ E.g. SARAS’ cognitive core needs to understand what the surgeon is doing
in order to anticipate their needs and intentions



predicting future behaviour

If the machine understand that a specific action takes place in
the context of a wider activity, this can be done
 The graph describing the current (likely) activity carries info
on the nature and location of the next task to happen


Surgical robotics challenges


What challenges are presented by the robotics surgery scenario?

The type of data (endoscopic images), and their quality
 On the other hand, the scenario is much more constrained –
that simplifies the problem
 Lots of prior knowledge on
what is happening
 Semi-autonomous: surgeon
can control the flow
 So, event recognition and prediction
should be easier
 Also no need to retrain a human assistant every time
 Challenges: linking surgeon commands to scene elements
 Extremely deformable surfaces, blood spilling


